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Examples
 

Mock Oral Examinations: To prepare for oral exams, the chatbot can simulate mock oral
examinations. Students can practice answering questions on different subjects, gaining
confidence and improving their verbal communication skills. For more specific questions you
could also paste a course description or summary as additional information.

Example interaction:
Student:

I want to prepare for an oral exam. you are my professor in African
philosophy. Ask me one question after the other. wait for my response and
grade my response.

ChatGPT 4 chatbot:
Alright, let's start. Keep in mind that these questions are designed to probe
your understanding of the subject matter.
Question 1: Can you explain how the Ubuntu philosophy shapes
communal life in many African societies?
    

Lecture Notes: The chatbot can serve as a repository of study resources such as lecture
notes, textbook summaries, and reference materials. Students can ask the chatbot to provide
specific topics or chapters, making it easier to access the necessary information during
revision.

Example interaction: Student: "Can you give me lecture notes on the topic of quantum
mechanics?"
Chatbot: "Sure! Here are the lecture notes for quantum mechanics [provides the link or
text]."

Flashcards and Quizzes: The chatbot can generate interactive flashcards and quizzes to test
the student's knowledge. This approach enhances memory retention and helps identify areas
that require further review.

Example interaction: Student: "Create a flashcard for the definition of photosynthesis."
Chatbot: "Flashcard created: What is photosynthesis? [Front] | The process by which
plants convert sunlight into energy. [Back]"
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using a statement like "more" the chatbot will create more flashcards

Practice Essay Questions: For written exams, the chatbot can offer practice essay questions
on various topics. Students can attempt these questions and receive feedback on their writing
skills.

Example interaction: Student: "Can you provide an essay question on the causes of the
American Revolution?"
Chatbot: "Sure! Describe the main causes of the American Revolution and their impact on
the colonies' quest for independence."

Multiple Choice Test:
Example interaction: Student: Please create a 10-question, intermediate-level multiple
choice test on African Philosophy."
Chatbot: "Absolutely, here you go: [provides test]."
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